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Flow effect in the chiral-homeotropic liquid-crystal cell
Shu-Hsia Chena) and Li-Yi Chen
Institute of Electro-Optical Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, 1001 Ta Hsueh Road,
Hsinchu 300, Taiwan, Republic of China
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We investigated the dynamics of the chiral-homeotropic liquid-crystal cell and found that the flow
of liquid crystal causes an optical bounce after switching on a high applied voltage. We analyzed the
behavior of the directors by computer simulation and found that the field-induced backflow effect
results in the abnormal twist of the directors near the substrates. The abnormal twist slows down the
rising speed of the chiral-homeotropic cell and produces an optical bounce during the rising period.
Our results indicate that the backflow effect should be considered on the design of fast
chiral-homeotropic liquid-crystal cells. The significant distinctions between this field-induced
optical bounce and the well-known optical bounce of the twisted nematic liquid-crystal cell are also
described in this letter. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!04148-0#
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Liquid-crystal ~LC! displays are widely used in moder
human–machine interfaces. Recently, the homeotropic
cell1 has become an important direct-view display device
can provide very wide viewing angle by using multidoma
structure and compensation films.2 However, its voltage-
transmittance curve depends on the wavelength strongly
to the phase retardation effect. The chiral-homeotro
liquid-crystal ~CHLC! cell3–5 which is homeotropic in the
off-state and has a twisted director structure in the on-st
reduces the chromatic problem of the homeotropic cell. T
twisted structure improves the achromatic characteristic
the voltage-transmittance curve and its field-off state
provide an excellent dark state as same as the pure ho
tropic cell under crossed-polarizers condition. Besides, w
suitable material, the CHLC cell could also be driven by lo
voltage.5 These make the CHLC cell an attractive mode
light valve and display applications. Although the sta
electro-optical properties of the CHLC cell have been st
ied by several researchers,3–6 there is no information avail-
able on the dynamics of the CHLC cell.

In the dynamic behavior of liquid crystal displays, th
flow of LC could have important influence at certain circum
stances. For example, the well-known optical bounce p
nomenon of the twisted nematic~TN! liquid crystal display
~LCD! which occurs after switching off a high applied vol
age is caused by the backflow effect.7,8 It indicates that the
interaction between the flow of LC and directors should
considered in the switching process of the TN LCD. T
optical bounce phenomenon of the TN LCD was explain
independently by van Doorn7 and Berreman.8 Both of them
numerically solved the equation of motion which is deduc
from Ericksen–Leslie theory using computers. Their resu
can match the observation of the experiments.

In this letter, we report our investigation on the dyna
ics of the CHLC cell. We found that, in the CHLC cell, th
flow effect also caused the optical bounce phenome
which was originally found in the TN cell. Usually, the bac
flow effect was recognized that it has significant influence

a!Electronic mail: shuhchen@cc.nctu.edu.tw
3490003-6951/99/75(22)/3491/3/$15.00
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the dynamic behavior of LCDs in the decay period.7–9 How-
ever, the field-induced optical bounce of the CHLC cell i
dicates the backflow effect should be considered in the ris
period if the homeotropic to planar state transition tak
place. We calculated the transient transmittance of the CH
cell by computer simulation and the result agreed with
experimental observation. Our numerical results show
backflow caused the abnormal twist near the boundaries a
switching on the applied voltage, and the disappearance
cess of the abnormal twist resulted in an optical bounce d
ing the rising period. The distinctions between the opti
bounces of the TN cell and the CHLC cell are described
this letter.

To measure the dynamic electro-optical properties of
CHLC cell, we made several samples. We used the indiu
tin–oxide glass as the substrates and coated them with
poly-imide JALS-204~from Japan Synthetic Rubber Co!
which is used to form the vertical alignment layers. The su
strates were treated by a rubbing process to obtain a unif
domain. The angle between the rubbing directions of the
and the bottom substrates was290°. The cell gapd is 6.2
mm. The liquid-crystal material is MLC-6608~from Merck!
which has negative dielectric anisotropy and we added ab
0.25% S-811 in it as the chiral dopant in order to obtainin
stable twisted structure in the field-on state. The CHLC c
was put between two crossed polarizers and the rubbing
rection of the front substrate was parallel to the transmiss
axis of the front polarizer. A 5 mW He–Nelaser with wave-
length of 632.8 nm was used as the light source. The tra
mitted light was detected by a PIN diode. The CHLC c
was driven by square waves generated by an arbitrary fu
tion generator. The transient transmittance detected by
PIN diode was observed and recorded by a digitizing os
loscope.

Figure 1 shows the measured transient transmittanc
the CHLC cell. There is an obvious optical bounce~the val-
ley! after switching on a high applied voltage~7.0 V!. Like
the TN cell operating under crossed-polarizers condition,
optical bounce was exhibited as a valley but not a bounce
we change the crossed polarizers to parallel, the trans
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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, 0
tance will be inverted and the valley will become a boun
To simulate the dynamics behavior of the CHLC cell, w

solved the equation of motion which was deduced fr
Ericksen–Leslie theory by the relaxation method and th
we obtained the transient director distribution. The iner
terms in the equation were neglected in the simulation
cause their influence is very small to compare with the v
cous terms.7 After obtaining the transient director distribu
tion, we calculated the transmittance using Jones ma
method.10 Table I shows the parameters used in the simu
tion and these parameters were chosen as close as poss
our experiment. Due to the lack of the six Leslie coefficie
of MLC-6608, these coefficients were taken from the va
of MBBA.11

After performing the computer simulation, we obtain
the transient transmittance of the CHLC cell. As shown
Fig. 2, the calculated transient transmittance curve wh
included the flow effect agrees with the experimental res
qualitatively. The simulated optical bounce of the CHLC c
is slightly deeper than the measured one. This may be ca
by the Leslie coefficients of MBBA being different from th
MLC-6608’s. On the other hand, if the flow effect is n
glected in the simulation, namely, considering only the ro
tion of the directors, the optical rising time will be short
than both the case of including the flow effect and the
periment.

In order to understanding the mechanism of the fie
induced optical bounce in the CHLC cell, we analyzed
transient director behavior by simulation. Figure 3 shows

FIG. 1. Measured transient transmittance~upper trace! of the CHLC cell
under crossed-polarizers condition. The lower trace is the applied w
forms, Vapplied57.0 V. Note the optical bounce~the valley! occurs in the
rising period.

TABLE I. The parameters used in the simulation.K1 , K2 , and K3 are
splay, twist, and bend elastic constant, respectively. The six Leslie co
cients are taken from MBBA.

cell gap 6.2mm twist angle 290°

e i 3.6 De 24.2
ne 1.5578 Dn 10.083
pitch 240 mm K1 11.5 pN
K2 8.4 pN K3 18.1 pN
a1 221.5 mPa s a2 2153.4 mPa s
a3 20.773 mPa s a4 109.5 mPa s
a5 107.1 mPa s a6 247 mPa srticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is s
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transient tilt angle distribution of the directors. The used p
rameters are identical with that of Fig. 2. It can be found t
after switching on the applied voltage, the tilt angle of t
directors around the central part of the cell decreased fa
than regions near the substrates. Since the rotation wa
duced by the external field and the orientational force due
polar anchoring is weaker here, these directors which w
far from the substrate could be rotated more easily by
external field. This rotation of the directors in the central p
drove the flow of LC due to the viscous interaction. Aft
switching on the voltage, the tilt angle distribution too
about 20 ms to reach its saturated value, that is, the tilt an
distribution was almost unchanged at 20 ms later, after
voltage was switched on. However, the simulated optical
ing time is about 80 ms. That means the variation of the tw
angle distribution of the directors has crucial influence on
transient transmittance of the CHLC cell.

Figure 4 shows the calculated transient twist angle d
tribution of the directors in the CHLC cell. After switchin
on the voltage, it can be found that the abnormal twist
curred near the boundaries, that is, the directors did not t
with their original trend~left-handed twist!. From the flow
velocity distribution ~not shown!, we found that the large
gradient of the flow velocity caused this abnormal twist. T
fast rotation of the director around the central part caused

ve

fi-

FIG. 2. Calculated transient transmittance of the CHLC cell. The app
voltage is switched on att50 (Vapplied57.0 V).

FIG. 3. Calculated transient tilt angle distribution.z is the axis perpendicular
to the substrates andd is the cell gap. The applied voltage is switched on
t50 (Vapplied57.0 V). The tilt angle distribution reaches its saturated va
at 20 ms later after switching on the voltage.
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strong flow effect and resulted in the gradient of flow velo
ity throughout the cell. The tilt angle near the boundaries
close to 90° because of the perpendicular alignment, thus
azimuthal angle of the directors near the boundaries can
influenced easily by the flow of LC. If we denote the tit
angle from the substrate byu, the azimuthal~twist! angle by
f, andz as the axis perpendicular to the substrate, the di
tor can be expressed byn5(cosu cosf,cosf sinf,sinu).
The free energy density contributed by the variation of
azimuthal angle can be written as12

gS df

dzD5
1

2
@K2 cos4 u1K3 sin2 u cos2 u#S df

dzD 2

, ~1!

whereK2 andK3 are the twist and the bend elastic consta
of the LC, respectively. From Eq.~1!, it can be found that if
the tilt angleu is close to 90°, even though the variation
the azimuthal angledf/dz is very large, this drastic twis
distortion just offers a minor contribution to the free ener
density. Consequently, the azimuthal angle near the bou
aries can be influenced very easily by the backflow effect.
shown in Fig. 4, after switching on the voltage, the backfl
effect caused the very large variation of the azimuthal an
near the boundaries. The directors close to the substrate
not influence the transmittance directly because of their h
tilt angle but they changed the effective azimuthal bound
conditions of the cell. As a result, they dominated the tw
structure of the directors throughout the cell. The disappe
ance process of the abnormal twist led the large variation
the twist angle distribution and formed the optical bounce
the rising period.

From our simulation, we found when the applied volta
is high, the disappearance of the abnormal twist takes m
longer time then that the tilt angle distribution arrives at
saturated value~see Figs. 3 and 4!. This means the applied
field has little influence on the disappearance process of
abnormal twist, and the disappearance of the abnormal t
is achieved almost by only the elastic force. Consequen
when the bounce appears, the optical rising time canno
reduced effectively if we just increase the strength of
applied field.

The exhibits of these two optical bounces~the TN cell
and the CHLC cell! seems to be similar but there are tw

FIG. 4. Calculated transient twist~azimuthal! angle distribution. The ap-
plied voltage is switched on att50 (Vapplied57.0 V). Note the flow-induced
abnormal twist occurs near the substrates. The variation of the twist d
bution results in an optical bounce during the rising period.
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significant distinctions between them. First, the positions
the flow-induced opposite tilt or the abnormal twist are d
ferent. In the TN case, most of the large distortion of the
occurs near the substrates if the applied voltage is high. A
switching off the voltage, the distortion causes the fast ro
tion of the director near the substrates and then the rota
induces the flow of LC. In the mid-plane, the gradient of t
flow provides torque to the directors to drive them oppos
tilt.7,8 Therefore the flow-induced opposite tilt is located
the central part of the TN cell. In the CHLC cell, the initia
fast rotation of the directors is induced by the external fi
and as we mentioned above, after switching on a high
plied voltage, the occurring of the abnormal twist of th
CHLC cell is close to the substrates but not the mid-plane
the cell.

Besides, the optical origins of these two bounce are a
different. In the TN cell, the tilt angle of the directors in th
mid-plane dominates the production of the optical boun
because the directors pass the axis perpendicular to the
strate twice. It causes the decreasing of the phase retard
locally when the tilt angle returns to 90° again and then
forms the optical bounce.7,8 On the other hand, the rising
bounce of the CHLC cell occurs after most parts of the
rectors reached their saturated tilt angle. It indicates that
forming of the rising optical bounce caused the variation
the twist angle distribution throughout the cell but not t
variation of the tilt angle. This is the second distinction b
tween the TN case and the CHLC case.

In summary, we investigated flow effect on the dyna
ics of the CHLC cell and described the origin of the risin
optical bounce phenomenon. It was found numerically t
the field-induced backflow effect results in the optic
bounce and the occurring of the abnormal twist has sign
cant influence on the dynamic properties of the CHLC c
We found the disappearance process of the abnormal t
slows down the optical response speed of the CHLC cell
we suggest that the flow effect should be considered in
design of fast response CHLC cells.
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